What did you like most about this instructor and course?
- His enthusiasm for the material and teaching, I learned a lot on this class that I know will help me in the future
- Very dry subject but he makes the material relevant and gets the class involved
- Requires attendance and posts grades online
- The way of teaching and the book was a good choice
- This class is very informative and the instructor does a very good job at presenting things in an easy to understand way
- He had an interesting personality and teaching style
- Straightforward clear
- Dr. Yaya is very knowledgeable in economics. I was recommended by a grad student who took it at the grad. level
- The instructor went over material very well and explained thoroughly
- Displayed enthusiasm for subject, well organized, takes time on each subject
- He challenges us. This is the first course I have had in my 4 years of college I really had to work at
- That he has a sense of humor
- Daily quizzes help overall grades
- When its 3:15pm and I get to leave
- Dr. Yaya is a nice guy, friendly and approachable
- Teaches a hard subject very well
- His enthusiasm and his ability to engage with the class while teaching, helpful lectures, writes everything we need on the board
- He presents the material very well and it is easy to understand
- He kept us interested and he used thorough notes
- Very well taught in what he is teaching
- Very enthusiastic
- He made the class easy to understand
- He teaches the course in an understandable way
- Notes were very clear/understandable
- He presents material energetically. He also uses examples which relates to the group
- Dr. Yaya seems to enjoy teaching, is clear and mostly concise in lectures
- The quizzes were a good way for me to gain points
- He is very friendly and easy to understand, the course is constructed well
- The enthusiasm displayed in class by the professor made the class fun
The fact there was a quiz every day
His teaching was very organized and if I didn’t get something I would look in the book and his notes from class followed the book very well
Excellent professor very knowledgeable and most importantly very approachable and helpful. Overall great guy and professor
Dr. Yaya is very thorough. I like when he actually gets the class involved with each assignment we are on
I liked the instructor’s enthusiasm
Very knowledgeable

What did you dislike most about this instructor and course?
Extra credit to make up a bad test grade would be nice
Exams felt different from practice quizzes (wording choices), Practice exams felt inaccurate or incomplete
Difficult to understand sometimes
Well his exams are kind of tricky and confusing, but it seems not the same of review and notes
The grades should be lower because this course is different than other classes or give us more assignments to balance the grades
I really can’t complain
I felt that there were too many quizzes
There is no time to go over exams except for his office
Simplicity of examples. Maybe show some actual figures and much of the same material was already covered in MACRO
My grade
He can be a bit monotone
Econ is a hard subject to learn
When its 2:00pm and I have to take a quiz. That’s an instant day ruiner
Sometimes it felt like a lot was being funneled into a days work
I’m not a big fan of economics, so the material we have to learn. And that there isn’t a lot of bonus.
Did not like pop quizzes at all
There are no reviews before exams to help us understand what will be on exams
Not much, just dry material some days
Amount of quizzes
I wish we had more ways of grading (other than exams)
The every day quizzes that we had
No review sheet
No homework grades—easier to learn with more practice, tests were difficult
Not a lot of opportunities for pts. Maybe add more extra credit or outside assignments
The exams were not very clear and often misleading
- Sometimes it was hard to understand the professor
- Only 3 tests
- Not being able to take my test due to an accident
- I wish he would have dropped the lowest exam grade instead
- Nothing really...
- Nothing, class was very interesting
- Whatever I do, no matter how I study, I cannot get above a 70% on the exam
- Test/attendance policy is strange
- Some material was not covered well enough

What constructive suggestions do you have for this instructor or course?
- I thoroughly enjoyed this class even though at times it was hard
- More than just exam and quiz grades
- Take it easy on the tests!
- Homework and some assignments “on-line things” extra credit
- Keep doing what you’re doing
- Less quizzes
- Have 5 minutes after exams are taken to review in class
- Yaya is a great teacher
- Keep up the good work!
- Pizza parties!
- More bonus
- Tie in some homework assignments, to give students a chance at a better grade besides test quizzes
- After school activity for extra credit
- Take it easier on students
- Less quizzes
- Have a review sheet
- Have homework that goes along with class. Overall good teacher knows what he is doing provides good notes and study questions
- Great class, not too hard of a class, had an enjoyable time
- Not to rush through information before a test
- N/A you were the best teacher I have ever had
- Nothing really...Excellent job Prof. Yaya! Wish you were teaching 302
- Dr. Yaya great teacher, I would recommend him to others we are or will be taking Econ 202
- Spend more time on tougher chapters